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ObjectivesObjectives
By the end of the workshop, you will be able to:

1. Use the 5 Steps to Effective On-Shift Training.

2. Share and practice new tools and techniques with fellow 
participants.

3. Feel more confident in your abilities as trainers.

4. Call upon a network of peers to get past roadblocks. 

Trainer agrees to:
1. Document clear performance 

expectations
2. Provide training resources
3. Recognize performance
4. Reward performance

Trainee agrees to:
Take responsibility for the 
effectiveness of their training

zingerman's training compactzingerman's training compact
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5 Steps for effective on-shift training5 Steps for effective on-shift training
1. Prepare1. Prepare

2. Tell2. Tell

3. Show3. Show

4. Do4. Do

5. Review5. Review

stages of learning a skillstages of learning a skill
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CC II
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5 Steps for effective on-shift training5 Steps for effective on-shift training

3. SHOW3. SHOW

2. Tell2. Tell

1. Prepare1. Prepare
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5 Steps for effective on-shift training5 Steps for effective on-shift training

1. Ask the trainee what they liked best about their performance.

2. Trainer describes what they liked best about the trainee's 
performance - reinforcing what the trainee shared and adding 
their own positive observations.

3. Ask the trainee what they would do differently next time.

4. Trainer gives specific suggestions for what the trainee might do 
to improve the next time.

Liked Best / Next Time
Positive, future-focused feedback

4. DO4. DO

5. Review5. Review
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zingRibbonzingRibbon
• You are a supervisor at ZingRibbon, the latest Zingerman's business.
• You have just been put in charge of training for new hires and will be doing 

some one-on-one training, "Tying Ribbon with Zing!" Successful completion 
of this training means that your trainee can move from the stockroom to the 
sales floor.

• Make notes you need to prepare for your training session below, keeping in 
mind the 5 Steps for Effective On-Shift Training.

Take about 5 minutes to prepare to train your trainee.

There are key things for the trainer to decide:

•  What method to use for tying?

• What should the finished product look like? 

reflection 
reflection

1. Prepare1. Prepare

2. tell2. tell

3. show3. show

4. do4. do

5. review5. review
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exercisezing Ribbon role playzing Ribbon role play
Purpose: Practice using the 5 Steps to Effective On-Shift Training.

Agenda: In pairs, take turns acting out a training shift as both a trainer and a 
trainee for "Tying Ribbon with Zing."  

After you both have had a chance to train your trainee, provide feedback to each 
other using the Liked Best/Next Time technique (pg. 5)

You will have about 10 min. for the role play exercise and 5 minutes to provide each 
other feedback.

notesnotes
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reflection 
reflection

What did you find the most interesting, surprising, or useful from this 
workshop? 

What is your personal #1 action step? 

What is one tool you're excited to teach to a future fellow trainer?

Final ReflectionFinal Reflection
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evaluationevaluation
Thank you for taking a few moments to complete this form.  Your thoughtful 
and honest feedback will help us improve our service (and services!)

the art of giving great servicethe art of giving great service

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

not a 
chance

in a
heartbeat

What did you like best?

What could ZingTrain do to improve your experience next time?

Name (optional) 

Based on this ZingTrain experience, how likely are you to recommend ZingTrain to a 
co-worker or colleague? (Circle one number)

May we use your comments in our marketing materials? (website, promotional materials,  
sky-writing, etc.)

If you'd like to receive ZingTrain's e-news and invites to our free webinars, please write your email 
address below.


